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PREFACE 

In developing this thesis the writer has hoped to differ

entiate between types of ecclesiastical doors . It has been con

sidered advisable to present the material under the general 

categories of wooden doors , wooden doors with applied metal, 

doors with decorative hinges, nail studded doors, and metal 

doors instead of considering the types and styles of doors of 

a given period as a unit . This approach was attempted in an 

effort to grasp the essential characteristics of the individual 

types of doors and door decoration. The historical survey, 

which comprises the greater part of the written thesis, gave 

sufficient knowledge of past attainments in door decoration to 

be helpful in the formulation of designs. for the Chapel doors . 

To Miss Thetis Lemmon, thesis director , the writer wishes 

to express her gratitude together with the realization that 

without her help and advice this work might not have been accom

plished. Her generous cooperation in supplying the necessary 

information regarding construction, for criticism or the thesis , 

and for encouragement with regard to the entire project is 

sincerely acknowledged and appreciated. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The design and construction of the front doors and the han

dles for the front doors for the Texas State College for women 

Chapel constitute part of this thesis . The requirements for a 

written portion are fulfilled by this paper, which consists of a 

history of ecclesiastical doors and an explanation of the designs 

and construction of the doors for the Chapel . 

The historical survey was confined to those phases that re

lated to the doors made for the Chapel . Doors have been classi

fied as to type rather than to country or date . Doorways have not 

been discussed because for the sake of brevity and closeness of 

relation to the subject only doors themselves were included for 

discussion. 

Information for the historical survey was obtained from 

books, periodicals, and encyclopaedia articles . 

The purpose of a door is for the most part functional. Espe

cially in ecclesiastical architecture man has directed his thought 

and effort to beautifying this functional feature, arriving at 

unsurpassed decorative monumental ornament . 

In earliest times primitive huts had sheets of hide or tex

tiles hung as doors in door openings . 1 These were hung as flaps 

or arranged to roll up . During the period of the fifth dynasty 

in Egypt in the tomb of Ti wall paintings reveal that doors were 

l"Door, 0 Encyclopaedia Britannica, 14th ed ., VII, 532 . 
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made of richly decorated matting which was rol led up to the top, 

similar to an awning, to admit entrance . 2 Even in certain Italian 

churches flaps of leather were used as secondary doors . 

Doors constructed of more rigid materials c ame into use early, 

and consisted of single heavy wooden boards, with pivots at the top 

and bottom of one side fitted into sockets in the sill and head . 

When the doorway was wide, two such doors were used , pivoted on 

opposite sides. 

The usual form of a door consists of a flat leaf or valve 

hung on hinges , and secured when closed by a latch, lock, bolt, 

or other device . Doors have been constructed of various materials: 

wood , iron, bronze , stone, and marble . It is possible for the 

opening to be closed by a single "leaf'" or valve hung to one door 

jamb, or if the opening is more than four feet wide, by two leave s 

mee ting at t he middle of the opening . 3 

The commonest form of door had the pintle in the middle of 

the width, so that es it opened a way was afforded to each side 

of it for ingress or egress . Double -margin doors are made in 

i mi t a tion of folding doors, the middle style being made double 

wi th an intervening head . 4 A proper ledge door is one made of 

boards placed side by side with battens, called ledges, at the 

back . "With a diagonal piece at the back , in addition, a door 

is said to be framed and ledged . " 5 

3"Door," The~ International Encyclopaedia, VII, 183 . 

411noor," Colli er ' s~ Encyclopaedia, III, 403 . 

5Ibid . 
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It is of interest to note that in countries where wo od was 

not available, stone doors were used. This was apparently the 

ca se i n ea stern Europe , especially in Syria , as many stone doors 

are extant and date from the fourth to the s i xth century • .An old 

stone building in Egypt, Zoser ' s Pyramid at Sakkara, Dyna sty I II, 

had a half-opened door made of stone, which served to form a 

closure for the colonnade . This half- opened door was fixed and 

did not move . It was a type of door which was never imitated . 

Later doors of stone in Egypt and Chaldaea were made to pivot; 

the use of hinges was uncommon in Egypti an times . In Greek times 

stone door s were in use as evidenced by the marble doors from a 
6 

tomb in Pompeii which are said to be of t he August an era . Some 

doors in the E.:rectheon were made partly of marbl e and partly of 
7 

Eluesinian stone . stone doors were al ways panelled for the pur -

pose of lessening the wei ght without reducing the appearance of 

strength . 

In countries where damp climates caused t he pieces of wood 

to warp , doors were built up to several pieces of wood by form

ing them of a series of vertic al planks tied together by tenons, 

dowels, or horizontal braces known as battens . 8 .Another method 

used for wooden doors consisted of a framework of uprights called 

stiles, and horizontal members call ed rails , with thinner panels 

placed between them and held in by grooves or additional moul d

ings . 

6Encyclo_paedia Britannica, VI I , 532 . 

7~ ., p . 533 . 

8F. E. Howard and F. H. Crossl ey , English Church oodwork 
(London: B. T. Bat sford , Ltd ., 1927), p . 76 . 
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In bacilica churches the doors were limited to the facade , 

as entrances upon the sides of the churches were not common except 

in Syria . The middle door leading into the nave was greater than 

those which flanked it , and the leaves of this door especially 

presented a field for decoration. 

Mediaeval doors were generally built up of two thicknesses of 

boarding, the inner layer horizontal and the outer vertical , nailed 

together with wrought iron nails with ornamental heads, whose 

points were driven right through the door and turned over on the 

inside • .Another method was to make an inner frame and cover it 

on the outside with vertical boards . An example of this type of 

door is at Ewelme . These inner frames were composed of stiles , 

bottom rail , and shaped head-pieces , strengthened by a series of 

horizontal rails . Still another method was to arrange the inner 

frame as a series of vertical and horizontal battens , crossing one 

another , halved at their intersections , and dovetailed into the 

surrounding members . This type of door is found at Cumnor Berks . 

At Bunbury the system of battens was arranged diagonally, and at 

Magdalen College, Oxford , the system of battens was composed of 

vertical and diagonal members crossing one another giving a more 

ri gid door . 

Decoration upon the inner side of the door was seldom at

tempted . The closely spaced battens, studded with bolts and nails , 

were extremely decorative in themselves . However, in the case of 

the boarded doors the plain inner surface forms a remarkable con

trast to the richly carved outer side . 

9walter Lowrie, Monuments ~ ~ Early Church (New York: 
Macmillan Co . , 1923} , p . 2?0 . 
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Boards employed in door construction were always very wide, 

and t he surface was rough, and showed the marks of the tools. · 

They were tongued and grooved together, and often feather-edged. 

Doors of modern times are elassitied as batten-doors and 

panel-doors. 10 The former are made or two or more boards placed 

longitudinally and held together by transverse rails. The latter 

is a skeleton frame work into which is fitted lengths of thin 

board called panels. Folding and sliding doors have been improve

ments upon the hinge variety, as they work upon grooves or tracks 

and have the particular value of saving space.11 

lO"Door, ~ Encyclopaedia .Americana IX, 262. 

11Ib1d. 



CHAPTER II 

WOODEN DOORS 

Greek doors were usually made of wood. Their sills, jambs, 

lintels, and hinge posts when of wood were made of carefully se

lected materials. It is said that the doors of the Temple ot 

Artemis at Ephesos were made of materials which had "lain treas

ured up" tor four generations, and lasted four hundred years. 

Door jambs of wood were used not only in the ancient buildings at 

Troy and Tiryns, but employed in such marble structures as the 

Parthenon and the Propylaea. 1 Temples at Eleusis and Epidauros 

also had doors made of wood. 2 

Decoration of wooden doors in Greek times was constructed 

so as to exhibit a series of panels which were surrounded by 

mouldings and decorated by such symbols as bolts, lion heads, or 

Gorgon heads. 

Doors of the classic period were either single or double and 

were sometimes further subdivided by folding. The doors in the 

Arsenal at the Peiraieus were double and closed against a central 

post which was of considerable depth. 3 In their construction they 

consisted ot vertical stiles with horizontal rails enclosing rec

tangular panels. 

Usually each door or wing of a door contained no more than 

1Allen Marquand, Greek Architecture (New York: Macmil l an 
Co., 1909), P• 7. 

2Ibid., p. 8. 

3Ib1d., p. 45. 

6 
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two panels . This rule was adopted and adhered to chiefly by the 

Greeks . Later in Roman times a larger number of panellings was 

introduced , while in the Byzantine and mediaeval period the num

ber of panels was increased. In the renaissance period panellings 

were again diminished. 

Only a few examples of carved wooden doors have been pre

served. However , the cypress wood doors of the Church of Saint 

Sabina upon the .Arentine at Rome exists as one of the most valua

ble exceptions . These doors remain as a monument of early Chris

tian art . Saint Sabina was built in the beginning of the fifth 

century under the direction of Celestine I . It is supposed that 

the carved panels of the doors date from the foundation of the 

church . The border of the doors apparent l y was added later and 

is of different wood . 4 Originally there were twenty- eight carved 

panels , twelve of them large and sixteen small . Of these only 

eight of the large and ten of the smal l ones are left , while the 

other spaces are blank. The remaining panels have received some 

damage as well as unfortunate restorations which are di f ficult 

to detect on ac count of the thick varnish with which the whole 

door has been covered . 

Although it is the main door of the church , contrary to tra

dition , it happens to be protected by a vestibule . Too many of 

the panels have been lost to permit any supposition as to whether 

they did originally constitute one of those parallels between the 

Old and New Testaments . Another difficulty in establishi ng this 

4Lowrie , .212,. ill·, p . 271 • 
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belief exists because the panels have evidently been transposed 

out of the original. But between some panels there exists such 

striking parallelism that it may be supposed that they must have 
5 

been placed side by side. 

The series begins with the history of Moses paralleled by 

three of the miracles of Christ • .Another panel presents the as

cension of Elijah corresponding to the ascension of Christ. A 

number of the panels represent scenes which are presented for 

t he fir st time. 

In mediaeval doors the first step towards a decorative treat

ment in wood was the application of tracery, desi gned on the lines 

of a traceried window. The whole of the door above the springing , 

in some examples, was covered with fine flowing tracery. 6 This 

tracery decoration was planted on the boarding, springing from 

small mouldings nailed on to cover the vertical joints. A door 

of this kind is at Wellow, Somerset, England, where the tracery 

is cut out of horizonta l boards. At Addlethorpe, Lines, Engl and, 

there exists a door of similar construction in which lines of the 

tracery are rectilinear and the boards are vertical. Usually 

the tracery was cut out of very thick boards, and was generally 

richly moulded. some examples such as the small doors at Ash

burne, Derby and Blewbury, Berks and s togumber, Somerset have the 

tracery cut out of the actual surface of the door. The effect 

produced by this method is rather flat, and unless the tracery 

is very thick and strong, it may easily be broken from the door. 

5rbid., p. 273. 

6Howard and Crossley, £I?.· cit., p. 74. 
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The decoration of many doors was confined to an applied frame 

with moulded uprights, dividing the surface ot doors into tall 

vertical panels, covering the joints of the boarding, and helping 

to prevent draughts from the crack between the doors and the door

way.? This type of door may be found at Shotwich, Cheshire, Eng

land. Great variety of design was made possible by modifying the 

spacing and mouldings of the frame. In East Anglia and elsewhere 

the surrounding frame was often carved with a series of quatre

foils or other tracery. 8 Even a running trail of foliage was 

sometimes carved. 

The applied frame tended to become deeper and bolder 
as time went on, and in the Midlands little tracery heads, 
carved out of thin boards, are grooved into them, after the 
manner of the screens of that district, as at Stratton-on
the-Dosse, a me~hod also employed in the Eastern counties, 
as at Norwich, st. Lawrence, Tattershall, and in Wales, 
as at Llanynys. The tracery of each panel need not neces
sarily spring from the same level, and at Caplock, Suffolk, 
they are stepped up in a very charming manner. 9 

Panels were generally left tree ot carving, but often they 

were brought up to a ridge which gave a pleasant variation of light 

and shade. At Helmingham the panels were entirely traceried from 

the plinth upwards. The monotonous appearance of tracery was re

lieved by little niches having carved figures ot saints, as in the 

doors ot stoke, Suffolk, England. In the south door of st. Nicholas, 

King's Lynn the treatment of the niche was more elaborate, having 

been wrought out ot the solid surface of the door.10 

7 Ibid., p. 75. 

8Ibid. 
9 Ibid., p. ?6. 

lOib1d. -
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Later doors of the fourteenth century had curved members added 

to the frame. An example 1s the door at Winthorpe, Lines, England. 

At Pinchbeck, Lines, the tracery on the door had a crocketed ogee 

arch which was planted upon it where the relief was so great that 

the provision of a little corbel beneath it converted the panel 

into a niche for a figure. 

In doors of the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries in 

England a transom was often introduced. Apparently it was rarely 

satisfactory because proportions were altered so that they became 

unpleasing and ledges were formed which trapped rain and led to 

decay. Framed construction for this type of door was adopted, the 

vestry door at Ludlow being an example. The sixteenth century 

doors of Totues, Devon had framework encrusted with foliage and 

Italian arabesques carved in the panels.11 

Larger doors were generally hung in two leaves, partly to 

relieve the hinges of weight and partly to allow the use of half 

the door at a time. 12 At Ewelme the north door was hung folding, 

jointed and hinged down the middle so that one half folds back 

upon the other. Otten a wicket was provided on the center line 

of the door as in the door at Thornham, Norfolk, and in the double 

doors of King's Lynn, where the wicket was also in two leaves. 

The south transept of York minister had doors that were jointed 

vertically and horizontally, and with a wicket in one or the lower 

leaves, or the entire door to be flung open. 

During the Gothic age in England nave doors of cathedrals 

llibid., p. 77. 

12Ibid., p. 76. 
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were often beautifully carved and moulded . such doors were always 

used for wedding processions, the ceremony taking place besi de the 

door instead of before the altar. 13 A door of this type may be 

studied at Norman near Oxford in England . 

13Thom.a.s E. Tallmadge , stori or Enfland ' s Architecture (New 
York: w. w. Norton and co., 193 )-;-p . ~4. 



CHAPTER III 

WOODEN DOORS WITH APPLIED METAL 

As seen on an Egyptian painting from a pylon from Tell-el

Amarna, the gateway of the pylon had doulbe doors of cedar, elab

orately covered with bronze, gold , and electrum. The inscription 

sometimes designated the temple pylon as the "Horizon of Heaven" . 

This comparison indicated that the Egyptians imagined flanking 

towers of the pylon as representing the boundary limits of North 

and South . Between these boundary limits, as in the sign for 

"horizon of heaven", the sun rises and sets. '.l.'his cosmic symbol

ism. made the door of the pylon the gate of heaven , through which 

from the East, in most temples, emerged the sun and his divine and 

equally resplendent representative on earth. 1 This imagery prac

tice explains why "the shadow", or image, of the divinity was 

wrought in burnished metals upon the doors of the pylon, for it 

was the representation of the sun coming forth from his house in 

the East . 2 In the light of this imagery the inscription is ex

plained. On the pylon of the Temple of Khons at Karnak, built by 

.Amenhotep III, the inscription reads, ttMaking for him a very great 

portal over against .Amon-Re, lord of Thebes, wrought with gold 

throughout. "3 

Ineni, the architect for the Temple of .Amenhotep I, said, 

"Its doors were erected of copper ma.de in one sheet; the part 

lE. Baldwin Smith, Egqtian Architecture (New York: D. Apple
ton-Century Co •• 1938}, p. 54. 

2 Ib1d. 

3Ib1d., P• . 135. 
12 
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thereof were of electrum. 04 The doors of the funerary temple of 

Seti I have been described thus: ttthree doorways closed with doors 

of real cedar, wrought with Asiatic copper, made high and large , 

lead from the colonnaded vestibule into the various halls . 115 

During the Muslim period in Egypt the doors of mosques and 

of the tombs of sultans were often covered with plates and bosses 

of metal , richly carved and chiselled, set to ge ther in highly com

plicated patterns . Usually such doors were interspersed with quo

tations from the Quran , engraved on similar metal plates or in

scriptions recording the name and title of the soverign. who caused 

the work to be made . wooden doors with open-work bronze plating 

are found in the mosque at Khanqa . They bear the name of sultan 

Sunqui and date from the thirteenth century. Similar doors are 
6 to be found in the tomb of Hesira at Sakkara , Fourth Dynasty. 

In Syria , Palestine , and Mesopotamia wooden doors were f:re 

quently sheathed in metal having rich repousse treatment . 

Examples from the British Museum reveal the use of bronze 

bands, which were applied to the wood . The bands were decorated 

with processions of figures and battle scenes . Bronze pivots 

from the gates at Balawat {895-825 B. C. ) had similar decorations . 7 

These gates at Balawat were made of two leaves, each about eight 

feet wide and twenty- seven feet high , and the bands which deco

r ated them were ten inches high. 

The Temple of Solomon as described in I Kings had doors made 

5Ibid . , 137 . 

The 
6sir E. D. Ross, 'L'he Art of Egypt Through the Ages (London: 

Studio, Ltd . , 19311,p. 315. 

7uBronze , » Encyclopaedia Britannica, VII, 532 . 
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of olive tree with carvings of cherubims and open flowers and 

palm trees all overlaid with gold . The gold was pounded in thin 

sheets and then fitted upon the carved work . 

In Greek times doors revolved upon posts clad with metal and 

set in metal clad sockets . This system flourished in Greece in 

all periods . Doors were fastened by metal bars , also by lock and 

key and were provided with door handles or knockers . 8 

In Mu slim doors the Mohammedans frequently added to the elab

orate wood framing complicated pierced and cut-out metal mountings . 

Somewhat similar mountings are to be found as ornament on the 

corners of the temple doors of China and japan. 

In Russia fortress churches of the type of Saint john the 

Divine (1683) at Roster had wooden doors which were protected by 

heavy iron shields that could be let down by chains in case of 

necessity . In the convent of the Assumption at Alexandrov au

thentic native work exists in the Vasselievsky doors (1336} . 9 

The double doors were of wood to which were applied plaques of 

bronze filled in with a gilded design on a cinnamon-colored ground . 

There were twenty-six panels and the center stile was treated in 

the same way and further decorated with figures of saints . 

8Marquand, ££• cit . , p . 45 . 
g 
Rosa Newmarch, The Russian .Arts (London: H. Jenkins, 

1916}, p. 238 . -



CHAPTER IV 

DOORS WITH DECORATIVE HINGES 

Not until late in the twelfth century did the pivoting ot 

doors at the top and bottom give way, generally, to the use ot 

hinges . By this change great opportunities were offered for door 

decoration. Doors in Gothic cathedrals represent this type ot 

door decoration. 1 

The doors were merely simple planks of wood, the decoration 

consisting of the elaborate wrought iron hinge plates hammered 

into intricate foliated scrolls. In the doors of Notre Dame at 

Paris (thirteenth century) additional cross braces or similar 

foliated wrought iron have been introduced among the three hinges. 

Until the middle of the fourteenth century the task of decor

ating the door was entrusted to the smith. He usually covered 

the unornamented boarded surface with the scrollwork of the hinges 

and straps, and sometimes added a border to strengthen the edge. 

However, later in the fourteenth century the craft of the wood

worker made great strides while that of the blacksmith deterior

ated. It is for this reason that later mediaeval doors had 

plainer and smaller hinges which did not cover the door so com

pletely as examples of ancient iron bound doors exhibit. The 

only evidence ot the aid of the smith in construction of mediaeval 

doors is traced to the method of building the door up in layers 

with nails and other iron work. Whereas, had the wood-worker been 

employed, there would have been a framed wood construction with 

lHoward and Crossley, 2..2.• ~-, P• ?3. 

15 
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mortice and tenon joints . 

The first use of iron work in art was purely protective . The 

fact that enemy attacks were frequent necessitated that doors be 

strengthened with massive iron work both inside and out . 2 

In England church doors are found with massive hinges , the 

bands of which are worked in rich ornamental designs of scroll-
3 

work . It is probable tha t such doors were the work of local 

smiths . They usually varied from the plain hinge - band with cres

cent to the most elaborate filling of the door . 

Door- hinge ornaments in France were patterned after the same 

line as the ones in England. Especially in central and northern 

France doors appear bearing beautifully wrought iron work . The 

culminating point in hinge decoration is seen on the west doors of 

Notre Dame, Paris . The iron work on these doors was so wonderfully 

wrou ght that it was attributed to superhuman agency. 4 "Joiners" 

work was immensely popular and was applied to small objects such 

as door handles, knockers, abbey doors, and looks . 

In Germany the hoar-hinges presented greater stiffness than 

those in France . The best examples exist at Nuremburg and Magde

burg. German blacksmiths gave much attention to door- knockers and 

handles, enclosing them in pierced and embossed escutcheons . 

Gothic architecture in France and western Europe demanded 

richly carved and panelled wooden doors which left no space for 

the spreading of hinges comm.on in early Gothic style . 5 However , 

2"Iron work in Art , ., Encyclopaedia Britannica, VII , 674 . 

3Ibid ., 677 • 

4Ibid. 

5Arthur Byne and Mildred Stapley, Spanish Ironwork (The 
Hispanic Society of .America, 1915) , p . l? . 
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in Spanish Gothic architecture the carved door never supplanted the 

flat)lloorish one sheathed in metal or studded with nails. 

The Moorish door was built up of an elaborate intersecting 

wooden frame which remained visible on the inside as a series of 

varying coffers, and was covered on the exterior with stout verti

cal boarding. 6 such a door presented its entire exterior for iron 

embellishment. The hinge developed to its uttermost possibility 

in France, England, and Germany, but in Spain it was rarely featured 

When an ornamented strap hinge was made, as on the door of San 

Millan at Segoria, it was kept within utilitarian bounds and was 

fastened on the interior of the door. The absence of exterior 

hinges and carved panels is noticed, so that it is the nail head 

or bosse, the knockers, and the backplate that adorn and serve as 

the decorative finish of the flat Spanish door. 

6Ibid., p. 46. 
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NAIL STUDDED DOORS 

The decorative nail head was introduced to Spain by the Moors, 

and has persisted as one of Spain's mo~t characteristic decorative 

motifs • .Any object bearing nail heads becomes marked as Spanish. 

First examples of the nail heads were solid, slightly accentuated 

heads of ordinary nails which were part of the door construction. 

However, as the nail grew in size and ornamentation, it became 

difficult to hammer it into place.1 The head was therefore made 

separately and the nail driven through afterwards . Sometimes the 

nail or stem remained an integral part of the decorat ive head and 

wa s split and passed through a hole bored in the door, and then 

spread on the inside . As the nail head became a separate unit, 

there was no limit of designs possible . The nail head was some

time s convex, sometimes flat; slashed towards the center and with 

scalloped edges; or the center sunk into a hollow to receive the 

nail, and the remaining portion beaten out from the back into a 

bosse . These results were obtained while the metal was hot; chas

ing and piercing were added when the metal became cold. Thus the 

nail head outgrew its original function and became for the most 

part ornamental. Examples show that nail heads were applied singly 

over an entire door surface or in groups of three, five , or seven, 

and so made a metal decoration for doors which was vastly different 

from the strap hinges used throughout .Europe.2 Doors from Toledo 

1Byne and Stapley, .£E.• £.!!., P• 17. 

2 Ibid., p. 16. 
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and Avila stand as excellent examples of the Spanish mastery of 

the use or nail heads for door decoration. 

At Tattershall , England the nail heads , securing the mould

ings of the :f.'ram.e to the actual door , were extremely decorative . 

The nail heads upon the doors at Astbury. Cheshire, England 

appear similar to carved paterae . 

Nail studded doors from north Italy are numerous . Notable 

among them are the doors of s . Pietro Martire , Verona which hung 

in a pointed arched opening and date from about 1350 A. D. The 

double doors at 15 Via Mazzini , Pavia hung in a round arched open

ing eight feet, five inches wide and sixteen feet high . The doors 

were of oak and were made about 1400 A. D. Double doors appear 

at 4 Via Arche , scaligere , Verona hung in a round arched opening 

eleven feet , three inches wide and thirteen feet , six inches high . 

Material for the doors was oak. In 145'7 the door for Banca 

Mediceo at Milan was built by Michellozo Michellozi for Pegello 
3 Portinari ' s palace . The doors are now preserved in the Museum 

Sforza • .Another oak door of merit is found in the Cathedral Lode, 

hung in a rectangular opening nine fee t high . The rosette nail 

heads were ornamented with punchmarks. These doors are of oak 

and date from 1508 A. D. 

3"Nail studded Doors from Nort h Italy, " .Architectural Rec --~, LXVIII, 544- 551 . 



CH.APTER VI 

MET.AL DOORS 

Doors of antiquity are little known, because there are few 

ext ant examples . The oldest doors in existence are the doors 

of t he Temple of Balawat , Assyria. These doors were made of 

wood and adorned with bands of sheet bronze bearing relief of 

hist oric scenes . 1 No Greek doors have been preserved . The 

only extant example of Roman doors are the bronze doors of the 

Partheon (124 .A . D. ) , which were altered from t h e ori ginal in 
2 t he sixteenth century. Other similar Roman examples are to be 

f ound in t he bastilica of ss. Cosmas and Damian in Rome . These 

door s were ta.ken from an earlier building dating from the best 

Roman imperial period . The doors of the Lateran basilica and 

of t he 'remple of Romulus in the Forum are also of note. 

The mo st outstanding Byzantine examples extant are the 

door s of s t . Sophia (eighth century) in Constantinople. They 

are heavily panelled with deep mouldings , and further enriched 

by rows of rosettes and decorative bolt heads , revealing the 
3 influence of Roman precedent . 

Romanesque bronze doors exist in south Italy. In these 

doors the panels were made small, shallow, and square . Further 

decoration was obtained by low relief similar in character to 

engraving. 

l"Door II The New International Encyclopaedia, VII , 183. ' - - =~;.;.;;.;,;.;;.;...---
2Ibid . 

3"Bronze," Encyclopaedia Britannica , IV , 243 . 

20 
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Other examples of bronze doors are to be found at Am.alfi 

(1061) , at Troja (1119 - 1124}, at Ravello (1179), and at Trani 

Cathedral (late twelfth century) . 4 

Bronze doors of st . Michael's Church at Hildesheim in Germany 

were made between 1007 and 1015 . 5 These doors were l a ter trans

ferred to t he cathedral in the same city. There are two doors of 

eight panels each, made up of scenes relating the Genesis story 

from Creationo The traditional method of paralleling the stories 

of the Old Testament and those of the New Testrunent was carried 

through -- "man through the murder of Abel on the left side and 

the life of Christ on the right . n6 

Italian bronze doors of the eleventh and twelfth centuries 

are to be found at: San PaolafUori, Rome; st • .Angelo , Monte Gar

gano ; Pisa; Monreale; San Zeno; Verona . 7 They were made of thin 

bronze hammered into reliefs and applied to panelled frames of 

wood . Bronze doors from classical buildings were often employed 

in early Christian churches and Renaissance churches . The doors 

in the Lateran Baptistry came from the Baths or Caracalla, and in 

the church of ss. Cosma e Damiano the doors came from the Temple 

of Romulus . In the Christian period bronze doors usually consisted 

of thin plates of metal supported upon wood . The doors of s . 

Sophia are of this type, although they are only preserved in part . 

4 Ibid . 

5navid Robb and J' . J' . Garrison, .Art in the Western World (New 
York and London: Harper and Brothers-;-'l?u'5'Iisners, l936) , p . 344. 

6~. 

7The New Int ernational Encyclopaedia, VII, 183 . --
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Generally, such doors were decorated with a purely architeotual 

ornamentation. 

Honorius I had the middle door ot Saint Peter's decorated with 

nine hundred and seventy-five pounds of silver, and had inscribed 

upon each leat a long Latin inscription.8 

Doors made in Italy du.ring the Renaissance period were of 

simple construction while those in Germany and France were ornate 

and elaborately carved. 

With Andrea Pisano's north doors of the Baptistry at Florence 

a new era began, in Italy, ot doors cast in solid bronze and then 

chiselled and finished by hand. The south and east doors for the 

Baptistry were designed by Ghibert1 (1402-1452). In the north 

doors Ghibert1 followed the Gothic scheme of Andrea Pisano's south 

doors. In the east doors there is complexity and beauty of figure 

decoration, and the scheme is rigidly rectangular. The use of rec

tangular or square panels remained constant throughout the Rena1s-

sance. 

The door of the Church of the Nativity at Jerusalem (sixth 

century ) was covered with bronze plates. 

In France from the time ot Henry IV doors became more and more 

fantastic until a true baroque was reached in the time ot Louis XIV 

and Louis xv. Panels were curved headed with double or triple 

mouldings. 

There are several Italian churches which still retain bronze 

doors cast in Constantinople in the later days of the Eastern :Em

pire. Examples are the doors presented by the members of the 

81owrie, .2.2.!.. ill_., p. 115. 
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Pantalione family, in the latter half of the eleventh century, 

to the churches at .Amalfi Conte Cassimo, Atrani and Moate Gargano . 

Somewhat similar doors are at Salerno, and st . Mark's , Venice . 

In Germany bronze doors of classic design are represented in 

the Cathedral Ais-la-Chapell~ . The probable date for the doors 

was during the time of Charlemagne. All through the Middle Ages 

the use of bronze was popular, particularly in the eleventh and 

twelfth centuries. Berward , Bishop of Hildesheim, had bronze 

doors made for st . Nicholas' Churoh,which were set up in 1015. 

Doors for Augsburg Cathedral were made about 106.0, and ror Mainz 

Cathedral after the year 1000. A prominent feature on several of 

these doors was the lion head knockers of which counterparts may 

be found in France, Scandinavia, and England. 

In cathedral bronze doors Byzantine traditions remained. 

Some like those at Benevento are said to have actually been de

signed and made at Constantinople. The famous doors at Trani and 

Ravello were the work of Barisanus of Trani, and belong to the 

l ast quarter of the twelfth century. The art of bronze rounding, 

which was early brought to a high degree of excellence, as the 

doors and frame of the Pantheon in Rome testif~was practiced in 

Italy largely by t he Byzantines . 9 The zenith was reached by 

Ghi berti in the work of the bronze doors for the Baptistry at 

Florence . 

In Russia there are excellent bronze doors in St. Sophia at 

Novgorod,which were probably made at Magdeburg in the twelfth 
10 

century. 

and 
9F . M. Simpson, History 2! Architectural Development 

New York: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1929-52), P• 4 . 

lONewm.arch, .2ll,• .£!!•, P• 238 . 

{London 
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Proof of their western origin is verified by a Latin inscription 

and a decidedly Catholie tendency 1n choice and treatment of 

subjects which adorn the twenty-six panels. 

In the Mosque of Cordova there were great copper-plated doors 

ot the Puerta del Perdon. These doors were made by the Moors after 

t he ~econquest. The date of the doors was probably 1377. The 

Gothic inscriptions and saints all prove the doors were or dered by 

Christians. 11 The patterning, which was Saraoenio geometric pat

t erning, was out from sheet metal and superimposed upon another 

sheet or background. The copper knockers were ot solid metal. 

Bronze mounted doors from Sevilla Cathedral, now in the Museo 

Nacional, Madrid, were made during the latter part of the four

teenth century. Although the decoration appears to have been 

Moorish, the doors as revealed by Gothic lettering were used by 

Christians. These same doors served tor the Sacristy of the High 

Altar or Sevilla Cathedral. '.Chey bear an allover pattern incised 

1n the wood, the star being the foundation of the scheme. Across 

t he top, bottom, and center of the doors broad metal bands were 

riveted. These bands were worked into an interesting circular 

pattern in low relief and were held down by large and small orna

mental nailheads. 

Doors which flank the main portal or Tarragona Cathedral are 

the best known examples ot iron-plated doors. They date from the 

f i fteenth century. According to .£\.rthur Byne, the doors were made 

of wood covered by many diapered iron plates fastened down with 

11Byne and Stapley,~• ill_., PP• 18 - 19. 

12Ibid., p . 19. 
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copper nails. 

Other doors of this type were in the west portal of s·anta 

Maria del Mar at Barcelona, Spain and in t he main portal of Huesca 

Cathedral . The former doors were covered with iron plates cut to 

a pattern, and the latter ones were covered with beaten iron which 

was fastened down with brass nails. 

PROPERTY OJ: --. 

FIN~ A~;D APPLI SD ARTS D~PT. 
TfXAS STAT£: COLLEGE: FOR WOMEN 



CHAPTER VII 

DESIGN AND EXECUTION OF THE CHiJ>EL DOORS 

Originally the doors for the Chapel were to have been made 

of redwood which was the same kind of wood used for interior 

doors throughout the Chapel. After doors of redwood were made , 

They proved to be unsatisfactory for t wo reasons. Due to the 

fact that redwood has a tendency to warp, the boards for the 

door were cut narrow in width to lessen the possibility of 

warping . The grains of the wood of the planks were unevenly 

matched , and as the center panel was to be carved, it was 

desired tha t grains match consistently or at least be sim-

ilar enough not to detract from the carving. Redwood is an 

extremely soft wood and does not hold screws securely; also 

practice carving revealed that the wood possessed a great 

readiness to splinter . Aside from the desirable property of 

lightness of weight and the rich red brown color of redwood , 

its defects overshadowed the pleasing features . To find a 

harder, more durable wood and one similar in color to redwood 

was the next objective. Honduras mahogany was the wood chosen 

to replace the redwood, having been selected from a lumber yard 

by the director and writer of this thesis. The redwood doors 

served as temporary doors from the date of dedication to the 

present . 

Since the mahogany was a much heavier wood than redwood, 

a pine filler was used to help lighten the weight or the doors. 

26 
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Doors for the Chapel are double and will be hung in a 

square topped opening. The height or the doors is eight feet 

and two inches, and they are five feet in width each door 

being two and one- half feet wide . The door thickness is two 

and three - fourth inches . 

Decoration of the doors consists of wood-carving and 

applied metal . Tentative designs were planned and then en

larged to scale . The final design is a simple geometric pat

tern which was selected because it harmonized with the simple 

lines of the Chapel and other decorative features of the Chapel. 

sample carving was done on mahogany boards in order to secure 

a knowledge of the texture of the wood and to achieve an impres

sion of the necessary depth of the carving which would best 

produce a pleasing pattern of light and shade . 

The brick portico which extends out beyond the doorway is 

built of pierced brickwork . A study was made of the amount of 

light which filtered through to the space which contains the 

doors as well as a study of the resulting shadows cast. Both 

were influential in establishing the depth of the wood carving . 

Because of the horizontal layers of stone of the side 

walls adjoining the door, the pattern of carving has strong 

diagonals within long horizontal shapes . In an effort to de

part from more or less conventional door divisions the wood

carved panel exists the length of the door uninterrupted by 

definite dividing sections . The carving, which is or the type 

commonly called chip carving, has a series of sharp planes 

resulting in diamond and half-diamond shapes . The tool marks 
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became a definite means of enriching the surface. The deepest 

carving is three-fourths of an inch deep and the large diamond 

shapes are surface level having been merely tooled to conform 

to the texture of the other carving. 

The metal chosen to be used on the doors was brass, as 

this metal had been employed for use in other decorative fea

tures throughout the Chapel. On the front of the doors brass 

strips five inches in width border the sides of the door and 

an eight inch wide strip borders the bottom and a six inch wide 

strip borders the top . Brass also covers the inside t hickness 

of the doors and the back of the do ors has a border strip of 

metal three and one-half inches in width on each side. A seven 

inch wide strip covers the top. Protection of the door was 

considered when plans were made for placement of the metal upon 

them. 

carving on the inside of the doors consists of five verti

cal grooves running the length of the door. The grooves are 

one inch wide and have a depth of five-ei ghths of an inch. 

The brass strips were securely fastened to the doors by 

brass screws at intervals of six inches and placed one-half 

inch in from the edge of the metal . The strips for the front 

of the door have saw-pierced circles three inches in diameter 

at intervals of twelve inches which correspond to the l ar ge 

diamond points of the wood~carving. There are ei ght circles 

on each side through which the wood shows and serves to unite 

the whole design by repeating the color of the wood at the 

door edge . In the center of each circle there is a brass pyra

mid shaped nail head . 
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Each screw was covered with a half dome of brass which was 

soldered to the head of t he screw. There are four hundred sev

enty-two covered screws and two hundred sixty-eight countersunk 

screws . 

Brass on the thickness of the door was also attached by 

screws. First a countersunk drill was used to bore the holes 

and a flat headed brass screw was then inserted and screwed into 

the wood . This method allows the screw to be below the surface 

of the metal and is necessary on the thickness side in order to 

produce a smooth surface when the doors are closed together . 

The brass strips on the inside of the door were left solid, 

and the sawed out circles obtained from the saw-piercing of the 

metal on the front of the doors were used on the inside. These 

circles were filed down to measure two and three-fourths of an 

inch in diameter. Five circles were placed at the bottom below 

the wood-carved grooves and above the bottom strip of metal . 

The same number of circles was applied to the top of the design 

above the wood-carved grooves and below the top strip of metal . 

These circles repeat the shapes used on the front of the door 

in a somewhat reversed form. 

The following processes were involved in the making of the 

metal applications for the doors: cutting brass eight feet 

by one foot to the strips of the size before mentioned; saw

piercing the circles in the brass strips and other uses of 

the saw were employed at points where the metal had to be out 

out to allow for fitting, such as at the hinges and on the 

thickness of the door around the lock and door knob . screws 

alone were the means of attaching the metal to the wood . 
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Soldering was necessary only to attach the half brass domes 

over the screw heads. The brass nail heads were made by bend

ing the metal to shape and hard soldering the joint . Later 

they were filled with molten pewter and a wire of brass bent 

to "u" shape inserted while the pewter was still soft, t hus 

producing a nail attached to the head . A pewter mold was cast 

from one of the nail heads and this mold was used when the nails 

were driven into the wood . It served as ample protection for 

the sharp edges of the form of the nail head which would, through 

hammering , have been blunted and rounded . 

Handles for the doors were designed to be in character with 

the design of the doors with an effort to allow actual construc

tion to become a part of the design rather than a design which 

would give the appearance of cast work . Another problem to con

sider was the great stress which would necessarily be centered 

upon the handles . To help counteract the strain and to insure 

a permanent fitting of the handl es to the doors hard solder was 

employed entirely, and bolts which go through the entire thick

ness of the door were the means of attaching the handle plates 

to the door . 

The stem unit of each handle consists of one inch square 

brass tubing eight inches l ong. ~he tubing is turned ln a posi

tion to present a sharp angle along the top of the handle and 

a diamond shaped opening at both ends . The tube was filled 

with pewter in order to give a sol id and substantial stem to 

the handl e . 

Pl ates to which the handles were fastened are half -diamond 

in shape and consist of two thicknesses of metal which were 
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hard soldered together. The lower plate is smaller than the 

upper plate. The upper plate contains two bolts and one screw 

and the lower plate oontains one bolt and two screws which 

serve to insure a secure attachment. 

The square tubing which is the body of the handle is at

tached to the plates by a series of small one inch triangles 

which are also made of two thicknesses of metal . A brass rod 

made of heavy brass wire was run through each triangle, there 

being five at each joint, and also i .nto the tubing being held 

firm within the pewter tilling. There is a dark shadowy space 

between eaah triangle thus giving variety in pattern. At the 

end of the handle at the top and bottom the uppermost triangle 

was capped with a small pyramid shaped brass head which is 

similar in character to the nail heads. 

The thumb latch is also triangular in shape and made of 

two thicknesses of metal. The latch for the right door in

volved mechanical applications, but the latch on the left door 

does not function having been used for the sake of balance in 

the design. Each latch piece was bent to a slight curve in 

order to give a carry through to the design and also to present 

a more comfortable surface desirable when the latch is in use. 

Throughout the construction of the metal applications for 

the doors there has been the problem of function and purpose 

of each unit as well as the design of each unit , so that the 

finished whole might present harmony between the two -- func

tion and design. 
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PLATE I . WOODEN PANELS. 

From the doors of the Royal Palace of 

the Fatim.ids (tenth century) . Now in the Arab 

Museum , Cairo. 

Ross , The Art £!. EgyPt throu@ the Ages, p. 30? . 
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PLATE II. PANELLED DOORS. 

Figure l. 

An old door from the Capilla de soleda , 

adjoining the Sagrario . Here the type of 

panelling follows the flowing and undulating 

lines of the building itself. 

Figure 2 . 

The intricate panelling suggests the 

Arabic work of old Spain . 

Kilham , Mexican Architecture £f. ~ Vice-Regal 
Period, p . 187 . 
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PLATE III . DOORS WITH APPLIED TRACERY. 

Figure 1 . 

Willow Somerset, early fifteenth century, 

Western school . 

Figure 2 . 

Addlethorpe , Lines ., early fifteenth 

century, .- Eastern School . 

Howard and Crossley, English Church woodwork, 
p . ?5 . 
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PLATE IV . DOORS WITH APPLIED MOULDED FRAME 

AND TRACERIED PANELS. 

Figure l . 

Copdock , SUffolk , West Door . 

Figure 2 . 

Llanyns, Denbigh, south Door . 

Howard and Crossley, English Church Woodwork, 
p . 78 . 
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PLATE V. DOORS WITH APPLIED MOULDED FR.AMES . 

Figure l . 

Astbury, Cheshire, Enriched mouldings . 

Figure 2 . 

Shotwich , Cheshire . Simple mouldings . 

Howard and Crossley, English Chureh Woodwork, 
p. ?3 . 
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PLATE VI . WOODEN DOORS . 

Renaissance doors from the Baptistry, 

Parma, Italy. 

The Architectural Record, Vol . LXVIII, p. 169• 
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PLATE VII . WOODEN DOORS. 

Detail drawing of wood doors . The Baptist

ry, Parma , Italy. 

The Architectural Record, Vol . I.XVIII , p. l?O . 
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PLATE VIII . WOODEN DOORS WITH APPLIED :METAL. 

Wooden doors with open-work bronze plating , 

bearing the name of sultan SUnqur . From the 

Mosque at Khanqa (thirteenth century) . Now in 

the Arab Museum at Cairo . 

Ross, The Art of. EgyPt throu@ the Ages , p. 315 . 
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PLATE IX. WOODEN DOORS WITH .APPLIED 11ETAL. 

Copper-plated doors, Puerta del Ferdon, 

Mosque of Cordova, 13?7. 

Byne and Stapley, Spanish Ironwork, Fig. 10, p . 12. 
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PLATE X. DOORS WITH DECORATIVE HINGES . 

Figure 1 . 

Door in Eberbach Monastery in Rheingau , 

Germany. {Thirteenth century) . 

Figure 2 . 

Mittelheim Church in Rheingau , Germany 

has doors with iron hinges , (Twelfth and 

thirteenth century} . 

Stuttman, Deutsche Scbmiedeeisenk~ , Vol . 
I , Plate X. 
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PLATE XI •. DOORS WITH DECORATIVE HINGES. 

Church doors bearing iron strap 

hinges . Originally from ·1esbaden , Ger

many , the double doors are now in the 

Landesmuseun1 at Nassau , Germany. (Fif

teenth century) • 

stuttman , Deutsche Schmeideeisenkunst , Vol . 
I , Pl ate IV . 
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PLATE XII. DOORS WITH DECORATIVE HINGES. 

Double doors in Marien Church in 

Zwickua , sachsen , Germany. The doors are 

wood-carved and further ornamented with 

iron hinges which are extremely decorative 

in character. (Fifteenth century). 

stuttman, Deutsche Schmiedeeisenkunst , Vol. 
I, Plate X. 
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PLATE XIII . NAIL STUDDED DOORS . 

Figure 1 . 

Iron-mounted door . Avila , Spain . (Early 

sixteenth century) . 

Figure 2 . 

Bosses and Knockers . Toledo, Spain . 

(Sixteenth century). 

Byne and ~tapley, Spanish Ironwork, Figs . 8 and 9 , 
p . 10 . 
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PLATE XIV. DECORATIVE NAJIREADS. 

Detached nailheads or bosses . (Sixteenth 

century) . Hispanic society of .America. Average 

four inches square . 

Byne and Stapley, Spanish Ironwork, Fig. ? , p . 6 . 
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PLATE X--V . NAIL STUDDED DOURS . 

Figure 1. 

Bosses and knockers . 

Figure 2 . 

Detail of door . The Cathedral Crema . 

Figure 3 . 

General view of doorway, Colleoni Chapel, 

Gergamo . 

1!.., i gure 4 . 

Colleoni Chapel , Gergamo. 

The ~rchitectural Record, Vol . LXVII I, 173. 
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PLATE XJ/I. METAL DOORS. 

Bronze door of the Santa Sophia, Constan

tinople (ninth century) with monograms inlaid 

with silver. 

Dalton , Byzantine Art and Architecture , p. 617. 
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PLATE XVII. MET.AL DOORS. 

"Porta del Paradiso" on the Baptistry, 

Florence . The bronze east door on the Bap

tistry os San Giovanni, designed by Lorenzo 

Ghiberti, is a famous example of Italian 

metal-work of the fifteenth century. The 

panels represent in r elief scenes from the 

Old Testament . Each portal is surrounded by 

statuettes of scriptural personages , and the 

door frame is ornamented with a border of fol

iage, flowers, birds, and animals in Renaissance 

style . The beauty of these portals caused 

Ivi ichelangelo to declare them worthy to be the 

gates of Paradise . 

Enciclopaedia Britannic a , Vol . IV, Plate VI . 
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PLATE XVIII . FRONT VIEW OF THE TEXAS STATE 

COLLEGE FOR WOMEN CH.APEL DOOR. 

?ho tographed from the original . 
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PLATE XVIV. INSIDE VIEW OF THE TEXAS STATE 

COLLEGE FOR WOMEN CHAPEL DOOR. 

Photographed from the original . 
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PLATE r-1 . DETAIL OF HANDLES OF THE TEXAS 

STATE COLLEGE FOR WOMEN CHAPEL DOOR . 

Photographed from the original . 
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PLATE XVI. DOORWAY OF THE TEXAS STATE COLLEGE 

FOR WOifiEN CH.APEL DOOR . 

Photographed from the ori ginal. 
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